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Takeaways from Week 8, fashion 
industries

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

STRAW PLAIT

• Deliberate attempts by Poor Law officers, 

philanthropists and the RSA to foster 

industry to give women alternative 

employment to spinning

• Grew when sheltered from foreign 

competition

• Straw plaiting moved from artisan to putting-

out system

• Declined due to foreign competition, but 

hatmaking peaked in 1890s

• Female dominated - generally below-

subsistence earnings

• Child labour throughout plaiting district till 

1870s due to low male earnings in 

agriculture

LACE

• Hand-made lace a skilled domestic craft 

but never well paid

• Grew when sheltered from foreign 

competition

• Mainly putting-out system

• Machine-made lace generated large 

amount of hand finishing

• Hand-made lace survived till 1860s in a 

niche market, but became internationally 

uncompetitive

• Child labour endemic through lace schools



Outline
• Early-modern population mechanisms:

- Malthus

- The north-west European marriage pattern

• The theory of proto-industrial population 

change

• The demographic revolution 1760-1840

• The demographic transition after 1870

• Mechanism for population growth 1750-1850

• The role of proto-industrialization in changed 

marriage behaviour

• Case studies

• Wider reasons for population growth
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The Malthusian trap?

Overpopulation occurs when 

population growth causes output 

per head to fall to subsistence 

level and rising mortality causes 

population growth to cease.

T. R. Malthus, An Essay on the Principle of 

Population (1798)

War, famine, 

disease



Hajnal’s description of north-west European 
marriage pattern:

• Comparatively late marriage especially for women

• Significant proportion never married

• Mid-17th century average age at first marriage in 
England 26 for women, 28 for men, 20% of women 
never married

• Women bore an average of 5.03 children

• Reason for late marriage – awaiting an economic niche 
to marry

• Outcome – slow population growth, a ‘low pressure 
demographic regime’

North-west European marriage pattern
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Discussion
• What impact did the growth of pre-factory manufactures have on population?

• Tell the class about examples of particular industries



Proto-industrialization theory of 
population growth

Proto-industrialization broke the ‘iron chain between inheritance 

and reproduction’ because:

1. Early marriage became possible because proto-industrial producers relied 

for a living not on inherited property but on their own labour

2. Life-cycle earnings peaked young

3. Early marriage a necessity where the unit of production was the family



Possible mechanisms

1. Rise in birth rate due to:

• Increased proportion of people 
marrying (nuptiality)

• Earlier age of first marriage for 
women

• Reduced gap between generations

• Reduced interval between births 
(fertility)

• Higher % of illegitimate births

2. Reduced death rate (mortality)

Population growth mechanism



Actual mechanisms

1. Rise in birth rate due to:

a) Earlier age of first marriage for women – fell by 
3.1 years between 1650-99 and 1800-49 –

b) This also reduced the gap between 
generations

c) Increased proportion of people marrying 
(nuptiality)

d) Higher % of illegitimate births

e) 8% reduced interval between births (fertility) 

A – d accounted for 74% of population growth

2. Reduced death rate (mortality) 30% fall in adult 
mortality 1680-1800

Population growth mechanism



• Population also affected by in- or out-
migration

• Major shift to urban and industrial areas

Different local 
growth rates

www.campop.geog.cam.ac.uk

http://www.campop.geog.cam.ac.uk/


Case studies -
Shepshed
Leicestershire framework 

knitting  industrial village

• Levine’s study showed  

rapid population increase 

after 1750, with births 

exceeding deaths 

• Main cause was reduction 

in women’s age at first 

marriage

1600-1699 1825-1851

Gross reproduction rate 4.38 children 6.16 children

Women’s age at first marriage 28.1 22.6

Average gap between generations 33.6 years 30.1 years

% marrying 84% 95%

Annual rate of growth 0.28 % 1.5%

Years for population to double 250 46



Shepshed
reasons for increased fertility

Source: Levine, 1977

Mean age at first marriage • Early 18th century, framework knitting still a 

journeyman trade

• Open village allowed in-migration

• Putting-out system led to proletarianization, 

prosperous period 1750-1815

• Male stockingers needed a wife to seam 

stockings

• Family members could be employed on an 

extra frame

• 1851 high level of working wives and family 

members 



Bottesford
Leicestershire agricultural village

• Changes in the age of first marriage also linked to demand for 

labour  

• Conversion from arable to pastoral agriculture in 17th century 

reduced demand for labour, further change to more labour-

intensive dairying after 1800

• Dramatic rise in births after 1800, GRR increased from 4.4 to 
6.4



Colyton, Devon 
lace-making parish
• Agricultural parish with proto-industrial woollen 

industry in 16th century

• Decline of woollens with rise of New Draperies 

– Colyton not in new serge-making area

• Growth of Honiton lace-making in late 17th

century attracted female immigrants

• Excess of women resulted in late female age of 

first marriage and low proportion marrying 

(81%) led to falling birth rate in late 17th century

• Change to more arable farming created more 

work for men in late 18th century

• Nuptiality increased to 91%, age at first 

marriage fell 5 years



Terling, Essex
• Agricultural parish

• Early proletarianization of the peasantry -

by late 16th century, small number of large 

tenant farmers, many small tenants and 

landless labourers 

• Young age at first marriage for men and 

women

• Precocious case of demographic revolution 

1550-1624 1775-1851

Gross reproduction rate 5.09 children 6.73 children

% marrying 91% 94%

Annual rate of growth 0.86% 2.2%

Years for population to double 81 32



Calverly
• West Yorkshire proto-industrial township in 

woollen manufacturing district near Leeds

• Artisan structure of independent clothiers who 
commonly occupied small farms

• Lords of the manor encouraged cloth production 
by enclosing waste, renting out small plots for 
dual farming/clothmaking families, erecting mills

• Low age at first marriage in 17th century, did not 
reduce much:

Calverley National average

Men Women Men Women

1650-1699 26.6 22.9 28.1 26.6

1750-1799 25.9 22.8 25.7 23.5

Suggested reasons for bucking the 

trend:

• Already a woollen manufacturing 

district

• Extended proto-industry did not 

lower marriage age further

• Not proletarianized, children 

remained at home as cloth workers

• Route to independence was as 

artisan clothier

• Expanding market for Yorkshire 

cloth

• Landowner and parents helped 

young to occupy land and become 

clothiers
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Changes to family economy during 
proto-industrial decline

1. Framework knitters 

• Breakdown of family work unit

• Transition to diversified family 

economy – different family members’ 

earnings from different sources

• The shiners (framework knitters) 

change began as men moved into 

workshops using broad frames

• Later women did seaming outwork, 

men worked as miners or in 

Leicester shoe factories

2. Black Country nailers

• Breakdown of family work unit by 

1880s

• Some attempted to continue 

domestic working by chainmaking

• Men left nailing for mining or hollow 

ware factories, women continued 

nailmaking

• Younger generation left nailmaking

by 20th century

• Increased age of marriage



Types of proto-industrialization

Family work unit Individual or 

group male 

workers

Individual 

woman and 

children

Artisan system
Example

Impact on woman’s 

marriage age & fertility

Yorkshire woollen 

clothiers
Calverly case study, low 

marriage age

Some Birmingham 

toymakers

?

Early straw plaiters

Based on husband’s 

occupation

Putting-out system

Example

Impact on woman’s 

marriage age & fertility

Framework knitters

Handloom weavers

Nailmakers

Shoemakers
Low women’s marriage 

age, high fertility

Wool combers

Cloth finishers

?

Hand spinners

Later straw plaiters

Lace-makers

Based on husband’s 

occupation



Conclusions on the impact of pre-industrial 
manufactures on population growth

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

‘Much remains to be done to account more fully both for the rise in growth rate and its later 

decline.’ (Wrigley, 2011)

• Population in England grew  faster than anywhere else in western Europe 1750-1850

• High growth rates associated with proletarianization, including some proto-industry, 
but also with capitalist agriculture, mining and early factories

• Not all proto-industry led to high birth rates:

- Artisan system in Calverley woollen district already had high birth rates

- Female-dominated proto-industries such as spinning, lacemaking and straw 
plaiting dominated by husband’s occupation

• Population growth redistributed to emerging manufacturing, urban and industrial 
areas

• Impact of rapid population growth on working-class share of rising national income



Prep for Week 10, 

The social impact of proto-industrial decline
Discussion topic:

What was the social impact of proto-industrial decline on different groups of hand 

manufacturing workers?

Opposition to industrialization:

• Randall, A. J., 'The philosophy of Luddism: the case of 

the west of England woolen workers, ca. 1790-1809', 

Technology and Culture 27 (1986). In class Google 

drive, one class copy.

Social impact of proto-industrial decline 
• Bythell, D., The Handloom Weavers: A Study of the English 

Cotton Industry during the Industrial Revolution (Cambridge, 

1969), Ch. 10, ‘The problem of poverty’ and Ch. 11, 

‘Disappearance and displacement’. One class copy.

• Coleman, D. C., 'Growth and decay during the industrial 

revolution: The case of East Anglia', (1962). In class Google 

drive, one class copy.

• Hopkins, E., 'The decline of the family work unit in Black Country 

nailing', International Review of Social History 22 (1977). In 

class Google drive, one class copy.

• Lyons, J. S., 'Family responses to economic decline: handloom 

weavers in early nineteenth-century Lancashire', Research in 

Economic History 12 (1989). One class copy.

• Parliamentary Paper 1845 XV, Report of Commissioners into 

the Condition of Framework Knitters. 2 class copies.

• Sharpe, P., 'De-industrialization and re-industrialization: 

women's employment and the changing character of 

Colchester, 1700–1850', Urban History 1994 (1994). In course 

Google drive, one class copy.

• Sharpe, P., 'The shiners: framework-knitting households in 

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire, 1840-1890', Family and 

Community History 3 (2000). In class Google drive, one class 

copy.

• Timmins, G., The Last Shift: The Decline of Handloom Weaving 

in Nineteenth-Century Lancashire (Manchester, 1993), Ch. 6 

and Conclusion. 2 class copies.


